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be imprisoned with hard labour by the Verulam Magistrate.1
What will these men think when they hear that, though their
women will at last be free, they themselves will have to continue
to pay?
The Natal Mercury, 11-6-1913
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June 13, 1913
If Mr. Harcourt is correctly reported,2 his answer is astound-
ing. If he has seen the Bill in its original form, it will be impos-
sible to avoid the conviction that the Imperial Government have
thrown the Indians overboard and have gone back upon their own
despatches in order to please the Union Government. I shall, how-
ever, hope that they have not seen the Bill, and that they have
no first-hand knowledge of the full effect of the amendments
made. It is perfectly clear, on the other hand, that the Union
Government have not only committed a breach of trust towards the
Indians, violated the settlement of 1911 and belied their assu-
rances to Mr. Gokhale, but instead of honestly telling the Impe-
rial Government that they do not intend to carry out the terms of
the settlement, or to respect the wishes of the Imperial Govern-
ment as expressed in so many despatches, they have actually
deceived the Government.
There is no evidence in the original draft of the Bill of the
slightest desire to meet the anxiety of the authorities in Downing
Street.
It is a wilful misstatement of facts to say that racial differen-
tiation has been removed by this Bill even in regard to immigra-
tion. Indeed, Mr. Fischer's telegram to me completely bears out
my remark. The Free State difficulty has been, since 1911, a
racial difficulty. Mr. Fischer has not surmounted it, and he says
distinctly in his telegram that he will meet it by administrative
action. If such a proposal could have been accepted in 1911, the
Bill of that year would have become law, but it could not be
then and it cannot be now.
1	Vide "Munien's Case", p. 96.
2	The reference is to his statement in the House of Commons on June 11.

